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ABSTRACT: The spectral properties and dynamics of the
fluorescence emission of photosystem II core complexes are
investigated by single-molecule spectroscopy at 1.6 K. The
emission spectra are dominated by sharp zero-phonon lines
(ZPLs). The sharp ZPLs are the result of weak to intermediate
exciton-vibrational coupling and slow spectral diffusion. For
several data sets, it is possible to surpass the effect of spectral
diffusion by applying a shifting algorithm. The increased
signal-to-noise ratio enables us to determine the exciton-
vibrational coupling strength (Huang−Rhys factor) with high
precision. The Huang−Rhys factors vary between 0.03 and 0.8.
The values of the Huang−Rhys factors show no obvious correlation between coupling strength and wavelength position. From
this result, we conclude that electrostatic rather than exchange or dispersive interactions are the main contributors to the exciton-
vibrational coupling in this system.

In photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes (also termed
antenna proteins), an intricate interplay between different

pigment molecules is responsible for light absorption and
efficient excitation energy transfer (EET) to the reaction center
(RC).1,2 In oxygenic photosynthesis of cyanobacteria, green
algae, and higher plants, the harvested energy is used to oxidize
water and reduce plastoquinone in a membrane-embedded
pigment−protein complex (PPC) called photosystem II
(PSII).3,4 The functional unit of PSII is a core complex
(PSIIcc) that forms dimers (dPSIIcc), which in turn assemble
into rows in cyanobacteria5,6 or are part of a supercomplex with
peripheral antennae in higher plants.7,8 PSIIcc contains, besides
the RC, two core antenna subunits referred to as CP43 and
CP47 which are responsible for ultimately transferring the
excitation energy to the RC, where the charge separation is
initiated.9−12 To understand EET in these systems, it is
necessary to know the electronic energy levels of the involved,
coupled chlorophyll (Chl) a pigments and the interactions of
the electronic transitions with vibrational motions of the
PPC.13−15 Important information is obtained from the spectral
properties of the fluorescence emitters of the antenna
system.16−18 The fluorescence spectrum of dPSIIcc exhibits a
complicated temperature dependence in both plants18,19 and
cyanobacteria.12,20 Both cases are characterized by a fluo-
rescence maximum at 685 nm at higher temperatures (above

140 K) and the emergence of a second 695 nm fluorescence
peak upon cooling down to 77 K. Further cooling reduces the
intensity at 695 nm, so that mainly one peak at 685 nm is left at
around 4 K. This complex behavior was explained12 in terms of
two distinct pools of Chls, F685 and F695, emitting at different
wavelengths and both absorbing at lower wavelengths than the
primary electron donor state in the RC. Therefore, these Chls
are referred to as red-absorbing or red Chls. Whereas F695
carries the oscillator strength of one Chl, F685 has a larger
oscillator strength due to a delocalized exciton state. At 4 K the
fluorescence maximum is determined by the state with the
higher oscillator strength, i.e., F685. Upon increasing the
temperature, EET from F685 to the RC and subsequent
quenching by electron transfer sets in and thereby diminishes
the fluorescence intensity of this state. Since energy transfer
from F695 is frozen out below 77 K, this state is still fully
fluorescent and the fluorescence maximum shifts to the red
between 4 and 77 K.12 Note that isolated CP47 complexes do
not show such a behavior, since no EET to the RC and
subsequent quenching by electron transfer is possible. Instead,
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in isolated intact21 CP47 complexes, the position of the
fluorescence maximum was shown22 to remain constant at
695 nm for T ≤ 75 K and to move to shorter wavelengths at
higher temperatures due to thermal population of higher
exciton states.
Besides F685 and F695, a third emitter was identified in plant

material, termed F689, that can be detected only in time-
resolved fluorescence experiments below 77 K.23 F685 was
assigned to Chls in CP43,24 whereas F695 was assigned to Chls
in CP47.24−26 Two tentative models assigned F689 to either
CP43 or CP47 and left open the possibility that Chls of CP47
contribute to F685.23 Similar assignments were made on the
basis of theoretical studies aimed at the description of a variety
of spectroscopic properties of dPSIIcc.9,12 Reports using
excitation-dependent fluorescence line narrowing (FLN)17

and picosecond time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy23 at
low temperatures showed inhomogeneous widths of the red
chlorophyll bands, where different contributions showed strong
overlap. The energy landscape of the CP43 protein was
investigated with spectral hole-burning (SHB) and hole-
recovery experiments in combination with thermocycling,27

revealing distribution functions for the barrier heights
separating different conformational substates of the protein.
So far, these experiments were interpreted by assuming a single
value for the Huang−Rhys factor S characterizing the strength
of the exciton-vibrational coupling. In the present work, we
want to investigate whether not only the electronic transition
energy of a protein-bound pigment in PSIIcc but also its
coupling to the protein vibrations can vary along the energy
landscape of the protein. For Chl a in an organic glass and LH2
complexes of purple bacteria, such a variation was reported in
combined hole burning, fluorescence line narrowing,28 and in
single molecule spectroscopy (SMS).29

SMS is an excellent technique to cope with inhomogeneous
spectral widths and reveals subtle spectral details often
obscured by averaging over heterogeneous ensembles.30,31 At
room temperature, spectral diffusion and photobleaching
hamper the collection of detailed spectroscopic information
for most single molecules.32−35 Lowering the temperature
reduces the impact of spectral diffusion,35−37 and the emission
profile of a single emitter composed of a sharp zero-phonon
line (ZPL) and a so-called phonon wing (PW) becomes
observable.28,38−40 The ZPL belongs to pure electronic
transitions. The PW on the low-energy side of the ZPL
belongs to electronic transitions with excitations of vibrational
quanta. This coupling is due to the interaction of the
chromophore with its surrounding. The ZPL and PW can
only be distinguished at low temperatures because of the
temperature dependence of the homogeneous lineshape
causing the PW to mask the zero-phonon contributions
completely at temperatures above 100 K. The ratio between
the intensity of the ZPL and PW depends on the strength of
exciton-vibrational coupling expressed by the Huang−Rhys
factor (S).41−43 The dimensionless factor S is a measure for the
linear exciton-vibrational coupling strength and characterizes
the average number of vibrational quanta excited during a
particular electronic transition.44

Even at low temperatures, the spectral properties of protein
bound chromophores depend on time. The time dependence
concerns the emission wavelength, intensity, exciton-vibrational
coupling, and rate of spectral diffusion.45,46 The most obvious
effect visible in the spectra of single chromophores is spectral

diffusion. The fluctuations of the site energy cause spectral
jumps extending into the range of several nanometers.45,46

The ZPL and PW can be observed in time-dependent spectra
series if the rate of spectral diffusion is smaller than the rate of
data acquisition, whereas a complete broadening of the ZPLs
results if the rate of spectral diffusion surpasses the rate of data
acquisition.
In this study, we investigate the spectroscopic properties of

dPSIIcc from Thermosynechoccocus elongatus at low temperature
(1.6 K) at the single-complex level. All recorded fluorescence
spectra series consist of sharp ZPLs that cover the whole
emission range. We were able to overcome the effect of spectral
diffusion for a selected number of lines using a shifting
algorithm.47,48 As a result, the resolved emission profiles of
single emitters become visible and the Huang−Rhys factor S
can be determined with high accuracy.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation. Preparation and crystallization of
dPSIIcc from T. elongatus are described elsewhere.49 Extensive
biochemical characterization of dPSIIcc are summarized in
ref 50. For single-molecule spectroscopy redissolved crystals in
buffer solution containing 100 mM PIPES (pH 7.0), 5 mM
CaCl2, 0.5 M betaine, and 0.03% β-DM showing high oxygen
evolution activity were used.49 The final dPSIIcc concentration
was ∼3 pM. For single-molecule experiments less than 1 μL of
the sample was sandwiched between two coverslips. Finally, the
sample was transferred directly into the cryostat and rapidly
plunged into liquid helium. Experiments were carried out using
a home-built confocal microscope operating at 1.6 K as
described recently.51 A 665 nm CW diode laser set to 100 μW
emission power was used to record spectra series with 100
spectra per data set.

Data Evaluation Process. Two algorithms have been used
to evaluate the data sets. Both are implemented using the
MATLAB software package. The first algorithm uses smoothing
and filtering to detect spectral positions of ZPLs in spectra
series and is described in ref 48. By applying it to all data sets a
ZPL histogram has been achieved, which is discussed in the
Results section.
The second algorithm is useful to overcome the broadening

of spectra of single emitters, which are affected by spectral
diffusion, for long accumulation times. It works on time-
dependent spectra series where the position of the maximum
intensity of an emitter is detected in a user-selected wavelength
range. Then the single spectra are shifted in a circular manner
that the intensity maxima are at the same position. Circular
shifting means data points shifted out of the matrix boundaries
are moved to the opposite end of the matrix. In the next step
the shifted spectra are summed up, giving a spectrum of the
single emitter with better signal-to-noise ratio. Finally, a linear
baseline correction is applied. To achieve highly resolved single
emitter profiles, the shifting wavelength range is selected
around the ZPL and the PW, and single spectra showing low
intensity or multiple positions of the single emitter are
excluded.
To determine the Huang−Rhys factor the intensities of the

ZPL, IZPL, and the PW, IPW, are calculated by numerical
integration and the Huang−Rhys factor, S, is obtained by

=
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■ RESULTS

Individual dPSIIcc were detected by low temperature confocal
microscopy.20 Figure 1 shows two examples of the time-
dependent fluorescence emission of single dPSIIcc. The data
set shown in Figure 1a shows four ZPLs. Two sharp and
relatively stable ZPLs at 684 and 687.5 nm can be found in the
spectra series and the average spectrum, whereas the two weak
ZPLs at 681 and 682.4 nm are hardly visible due to their low S/
N ratio in time-dependent spectra series. In the data set shown
in Figure 1b, one intense ZPL at 683 nm and two weaker ZPLs
at 685.4 and 689.3 nm are observable. The first ZPL at 683 nm
is relatively stable during the whole series, whereas the two
other ZPLs at 685.4 and at 689.3 nm are distorted after 15 and
134 s, respectively. In the mean spectrum on top, the peak at
687.9 nm results from the ZPL which started at 689.3 nm.
ZPLs are clearly visible in all recorded spectra series in the

wavelength range from 675 to 710 nm. They show dynamical
variations of their spectral position and intensity, but their
distribution as well as their time-dependent behavior varies
from complex to complex. The variation of each ZPL position
is confined to a certain spectral range as indicated by the white
dashed lines in Figure 1. The width of this range was
determined for clearly distinguishable ZPLs and is 2.5 ± 1.1 nm
in the wavelength region from 680 to 705 nm.
The probability of finding a ZPL in a wavelength interval was

evaluated for all measured spectra series. For this purpose, the
spectral positions of the ZPLs were determined for all data sets
by the first algorithm mentioned in the Materials and Methods
section. Figure 2 shows the relative occurrence of ZPLs
together with the average spectrum calculated for all data taken
from single dPSIIcc during this study. The histogram shows the
relative distribution of ZPL spectral positions as a function of
wavelength between 675 and 710 nm. The ZPLs dominantly
occurred in the range between 682 and 687 nm, which
corresponds to the peak of the average spectrum with the
maximum position at 684.7 nm, and their occurrence decreases
at 689 to 701 nm. As it has been discussed in our previous
report,20 the amplitude of the fluorescence from the lowest

emitter F695 in PSIIcc is diminished in our SMS experiments,
probably because of the accumulation of triplet states. At low
temperatures, a significant part of the excitation is trapped on
energetically low-lying antenna chlorophylls because uphill
energy transfer to the reaction center is impossible. Because of
the longer lifetime of the excited chlorophyll, the yield of
fluorescence and triplet formation increases. Carotenoid triplets
are formed subsequently by triplet−triplet transfer. The lifetime
of Chl triplets decaying by triplet energy transfer to carotene is
most likely in the submicrosecond domain.52

The determination of the Huang−Rhys factor requires the
intensity of the ZPL, IZPL, and PW, IPW. Determining the
position and intensity of ZPLs is straightforward because the
whole intensity of a ZPL is emitted within a small spectral
range. However, the PWs are less intense and spread over a
broader wavelength range than ZPLs. As a consequence,

Figure 1. Fluorescence emission spectra of two individual dPSIIcc at low temperature (1.6 K). In both cases, 100 fluorescence emission spectra with
an accumulation time of 2 s for each spectrum were recorded subsequently (λexc = 665 nm). The fluorescence intensity is color-coded (see color
code to the right side of each graph). The confined spectral positions of the ZPLs are indicated by the white dashed lines. The average spectrum (on
top) is obtained by summation of all spectra in one data set.

Figure 2. Comparison of the ZPL distribution (histogram) and the
average emission spectrum for dPSIIcc. The average spectrum (solid
line) represents the sum of all measured (142 data sets) emission
spectra from single dPSIIcc at 1.6 K.
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determination of PWs is more sensitive to interference with
other emitters and background noise; therefore, it is difficult to
determine their position and intensity because spectra with
good signal-to-noise ratio are needed.
The average spectrum of time-dependent spectra series does

not allow us to determine the Huang−Rhys factor because of
spectral diffusion leading to multiple peaks and broadening of
the spectra as can be seen in Figure 1. It is possible to resolve a
ZPL and its accompanying PW if the emission is stable and the
background signals can be separated. For this purpose, the
position of ZPL is determined for all time-dependent spectra
series (see Figure 3). Then all spectra are shifted along the
wavelength axis and to one common mean position. After
shifting, the background signals are subtracted by applying
linear baseline correction.
Figure 3a shows one of the selected time-dependent spectra

series with the average spectrum on top. Four ZPLs at 684.5,
685.9, 687.3, and 689.8 nm can be distinguished. However, the
only suitable ZPL for applying the shifting algorithm is at 689.8
nm (mean position) because there is no overlap with the other
emitters. The wavelength range from 688 to 698 nm was
selected for the shifting procedure. Figure 3b shows the series
after the shifting, together with the average spectrum (on top).
It should be noted that due to shifting along wavelength, the
original wavelength scale changed and the time scale converts
to number of spectrum. The line at 689.8 nm in Figure 3a
changed to a well-resolved line in Figure 3b showing ZPL and
pronounced PW with obviously enhanced resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio. The signal strength of the individual
spectra is too low to resolve the shape of the PW correctly.
Using the nicely resolved single ZPL and corresponding PW,
we are able to determine the Huang−Rhys factor, S. Because of
spectral interference of ZPLs and PWs, Huang−Rhys factors
are calculated for several estimated borders between positions

of ZPLs and PWs, and that is the reason for the relatively large
error of the S values. For the depicted single-emitter profile, it is
S = 0.7 ± 0.1 with the mean position of ZPL at 689.8 ± 1.2 nm.
All data sets were scanned for ZPLs suitable to apply our

shifting procedure. Overall, 41 ZPLs were found where S could
be determined. Figure 4 shows a 2D-scatter plot (S versus

wavelength) of all 41 ZPLs. The histograms in Figure 4 show
the amount of resolved ZPLs according to their wavelength and
Huang−Rhys factor values. The distribution of the contribution
over the wavelength is in a reasonable agreement with ZPL
occurrence in Figure 2. The ZPLs are found in the range of
682−700 nm; the S values vary between 0.03 and 0.8. Most of

Figure 3. (a) Time-dependent fluorescence emission spectra of an individual dPSIIcc with 2 s time resolution. The average spectrum is given on top.
(b) The same data set as (a) after applying the shifting procedure. The bar in the top separates the ZPL and the PW, and the double arrows indicate
the spectral range of ZPL and PW. For further details, see the Supporting Information. For the depicted single-emitter profile, we calculated S = 0.7
± 0.1 with the mean position of ZPL at 689.8 ± 1.2 nm.

Figure 4. 2D-scatter plot of the wavelength-dependent distribution of
the Huang−Rhys factor S for dPSIIcc. S was determined for 41
resolved emitters in 142 data sets of single dPSIIcc (for more details
see text). For both dimensions, histograms are given additionally.
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the ZPLs occurred at 685 ± 1 nm, and their mean S value is 0.3,
in agreement with hole-burning spectra on isolated CP43
complexes, which were analyzed assuming a single S-value.27,53

Here, we have resolved the distribution of possible S-values of
this state. We find a broad range of S-values for F685 as well as
for the other emitting states, suggesting that the electron-
vibrational coupling varies substantially along the multidimen-
sional energy landscape of the protein. The lowest Huang−
Rhys factor of a single dPSIIcc is S = 0.03 ± 0.01 at 693.2 ±
2.1 nm, and the highest is S = 0.8 ± 0.1 at 686.8 ± 0.7 nm (see
Figure 4).
In contrast to earlier results obtained for the LH2 antenna of

purple bacteria,29 there is no obvious correlation between S and
the ZPL emission wavelength except that the points are
somewhat more crowded in the 685 nm region with S < 0.4
(Figure 4). One can find quite different values of S for the same
ZPL position. For example, at 684.9 nm, we find S = 0.11 as
well as S = 0.59. On the other hand, essentially the same value
of S is found for ZPLs at different positions, e.g., S = 0.35 at
684.5 ± 1.2 and 683.9 ± 1.1 nm. In the range between 685 and
689 nm, the weakest exciton-vibrational coupling is S = 0.07
and the strongest S = 0.8. Nearly the same variation of exciton-
vibrational coupling is found in the range between 690 and
700 nm with minimally S = 0.03 and maximally S = 0.62.

■ DISCUSSION

At 1.6 K the spectra are dominated by sharp ZPLs which are
characteristic features of single molecules at low temperature.
The ZPLs in the data sets of single dPSIIcc differ in their
intensity and spectral positions (see Figure 1).
Multiple lines in different data sets can be the result of (i)

spectral diffusion, (ii) static disorder, or (iii) different
emitters.20 (i) Most of the lines which are close to each
other can be assigned to single emitters whose site energy
changes due to dynamic variations as can be seen in Figure 1.
Spectral diffusion is the main reason for variable shapes and
positions of ZPLs observable in emission spectra of individual
dPSIIcc. Mostly, spectral diffusion leads to time-dependent
broadening of the emission (see Figure 1) and not to separated
lines. (ii) Chlorophylls bound at the same site might have
different transition energies. This includes the possibility that
equivalent (symmetry-related) sites in the two dimer halves of
dPSIIcc emit at different wavelengths. A Gaussian distribution
is often used to describe the extent of static disorder within an
ensemble with a fwhm of about 200 cm−1,54 corresponding to
about 10 nm wavelength range. (iii) Different low-energy traps
corresponding to different Chls in dPSIIcc give rise to
separated lines if the low-energy states are not connected to
each other by efficient energy transfer leading rapidly to
thermal equilibrium.
Stable ZPLs with small discrete jumps are observed (see

Figure 1a) if the rate of spectral diffusion is in the range of the
experimental accumulation time or slower (slow spectral
diffusion). On the other hand, only broadened lines are visible
if the rate of spectral diffusion is faster than the rate of data
acquisition (fast spectral diffusion).55

Our shifting algorithm aims at a correction of the spectra for
the effects of spectral diffusion to facilitate the determination of
S. Clearly, the algorithm can only correct for the resolvable slow
spectral diffusion, while the shifted spectra remain broadened
by fast spectral diffusion. Nonetheless, by applying this
procedure, we were able to determine the line shapes and

Huang−Rhys factors for 41 individual emitters with high
accuracy based on 142 recorded data sets.
Earlier analyses of bulk spectra suggest the presence of at

least three different emitting entities, F685, F689, and
F695,9,12,23−26 corresponding to three different low-energy
traps in dPSIIcc. This suggestion is supported by the present
data; i.e., the ZPLs are distributed over a large wavelength range
that can be divided roughly into three regions around 685, 689,
and 695 nm, which might correspond to F685, F689, and F695,
respectively. However, a clear-cut assignment of ZPLs to energy
traps is not possible. An assignment would be facilitated by a
correlation between ZPL position and S, but no such
correlation is observed. There is merely a crowding of data
points in the lower left corner of the scattering plot (Figure 4),
suggesting that pigments contributing to F685 have preferen-
tially a weak exciton-vibrational coupling (i.e., S < 0.4). This
result is in agreement with hole-burning studies of isolated
CP43 assigning S ≈ 0.3 to the so-called A-state of CP43,27,53

which likely corresponds (or at least contributes) to F685.9

The red-most state in dPSIIcc, i.e., F695, is assigned to the
low-energy trap in CP47. This is proposed9,10 to be due to
Chl29 (in the nomenclature of Loll et al.56), but there are other
assignments.57 Hole-burning studies on isolated CP47 suggest
this trap to have a relatively strong exciton-vibrational coupling
with S ≈ 1.0.21 This is only partly in agreement with our results,
since all our emitters, including those at low energies, where
F695 is expected, have smaller S values. Hence, we have to
conclude that we only see a nonrepresentative selection of
ZPLs for the state F695 in our single-molecule experiments. As
has been discussed in our previous publication,20 the selection
may occur due to the high excitation rate necessary for SMS.
Triplet states could be accumulated at the low-energy state
F695 of CP47, which, therefore, fluoresces less. It is expected
that the Chl triplet states accumulating at F695 are quenched
by nearby carotenoids to prevent photodamage that can occur
if the triplet state of Chl is reacting with triplet oxygen to form
the poisonous singlet oxygen. Of course, we cannot entirely
exclude that such or other type of photodamage occurs. In this
case, our interpretation of the data relies on the assumption
that the photodamage stays local and, therefore, has no
influence on the Huang−Rhys factors of the other low-energy
sites, which is reasonable. It is an open question why the
remaining emitters of F695 exhibit a weaker electron-
vibrational coupling than the ensemble on average. It seems
that the states with higher exciton-vibrational coupling can
more easily undergo an intersystem crossing to the triplet state,
probably because the excess energy can be better dissipated by
the protein environment during the transition. Finally, we note
that also the low-energy emitting states show a random
variation of S values.
In contrast to the present data, positive correlations between

the wavelength of the ZPL position and the Huang−Rhys
factor were reported for the LH2 antenna of purple bacteria29

and for Chl a in a glassy matrix of 1-propanol.28 The question
arises: Under which circumstances is there a correlation
between the solvatochromic shift (i.e., the environment-
induced shift of the ZPL position) of the transition energy of
a pigment and the strength of the dynamic modulation of this
transition energy by environmental vibrations (represented by
S)? In the case of LH2, most likely the mixing between exciton
states and interchromophore charge transfer (CT) states is
responsible for the red-shift as well as for the enhanced
electron-vibrational coupling. If the CT state is energetically
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above the exciton state, this mixing leads to a red-shift of the
exciton state. The CT state borrows some oscillator strength
from the exciton state, and the exciton state borrows some
electron-vibrational coupling strength from the CT state.58

Note that a CT state, due to its polar nature, exhibits a very
strong electron-vibrational coupling.
In the case of Chl a in the organic glass, electrostatic as well

as dispersive interactions are responsible for the electrochromic
shift. Whereas the dispersive interaction, due to the higher
polarizability of the excited state (with respect to the ground
state) of the chromophore, leads to a red-shift of the transition
energy, the electrostatic interaction can lead to both blue- and
red-shifts.
As a general rule we expect a positive correlation between the

red-shift and the Huang−Rhys factor, if a decrease in the
distance between the chromophore and the environmental
atoms (leading to an increase in the fluctuation of the transition
energy) leads to a red-shift in the transition energy of the
chromophore. In the case of the LH2 such a decrease in
distance leads to an increase in wave function overlap and
thereby to an increase in quantum-mechanic mixing between
the exciton states and the CT state. In the case of Chl a in the
organic glass, a decrease in distance leads to an increase in the
dispersive interaction causing an electrochromic red-shift and/
or an increase of the absolute magnitude of the electrostatic
interaction, which may cause both a red- and blue-shift.
The latter aspect becomes important in proteins. As

electrostatic calculations of static site energies and spectral
densities of the dynamic pigment−protein coupling show, an
electrochromic red-shift in general does not correlate with the
Huang−Rhys factor, that is, the integral over the spectral
density of the site energy fluctuations.14,15 In principle, all
scenarios are possible: anticorrelation, correlation, and no
correlation. Since the electrostatic site energy shifts contain
contributions of different signs, depending on the relative
position of the charge density of the protein in the difference
potential between excited and ground state of the chromo-
phore, the different contributions may partially compensate
each other in the static site energy. In contrast, if the charge
density is varied in a correlated way (e.g., due to normal mode
vibrations of the pigment−protein complex), one could well
imagine that the different contributions add constructively in
the dynamic modulation of the transition energy.
We, therefore, conclude that for the present system

electrostatic interactions are responsible for the static and
dynamic shifts of the transition energies of the low-energy
exciton states.
The large scattering of the Huang−Rhys factor indicates that

the respective Chls are exposed to a certain amount of
variability in the interaction with their close surrounding. A
measure to determine the flexibility of parts of a protein in the
X-ray structure is given by the crystallographic B-factors. Figure
5 shows the B-factors of dPSIIcc. Chls 11, 48, and 49 show the
largest B-factors in PSII (using the nomenclature of Loll et
al.56). Among the Chls showing an increased B-factor is Chl29
of CP47. Chl29 seems to be responsible for the emission at 695
nm,9,11,12,60 and Chl11 also is supposed to be red-shifted
significantly.9,12 Other studies assign Chl26 as the mostly red-
shifted.57 In the case of CP43, pigments with large red-shifts
were proposed to be Chls 37, 43, and 459,12,61 or Chls 37 and
44.62 There seems to be no correlation between these red-shifts
and an increased B-factor. Irrespective of the preliminary
character of these assignments, this seems to indicate that there

is no correlation between red-shift and Huang−Rhys factor, in
agreement with our results.
Weak exciton-vibrational coupling strengths as observed here

are common for photosynthetic antenna complexes.63,64 Our
SMS study gives uniquely detailed information on the exciton-
vibrational coupling where it allows us to determine the
Huang−Rhys factor accurately through the homogeneous
broadened spectra, whereas SHB and FLN were so far
interpreted by assuming a single S-value.28,65,66

It is encouraging to see that our average S-value for F685 (S
= 0.3) agrees with the S-value inferred from SHB experiments
on CP43 complexes,27,53 where F685 is supposed to be
located.9,12 The underlying large variations of the individual S-
values (0.1 < S < 0.6) for this state clearly show that the
exciton-vibrational coupling of protein-bound pigments in PSII
can vary substantially along the energy landscape of the protein.
This result has implications also for the calculation of EET. So
far, S was assumed to be constant, since no detailed information
was available for PSII. In future calculations, it will be
interesting to see how the energy transfer changes if a
distribution of S-values is taken into account.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we have found that the electron-vibrational
coupling of protein-bound pigments with low excitation
energies in PSIIcc varies substantially. This conclusion can be
drawn irrespectively of the accumulation of triplet states, which
likely occurs under our experimental conditions and causes the
mostly red-shifted emitters to be underrepresented. An implicit
assumption in our analysis is that the presence of triplet states
does not affect the variations of Huang−Rhys factors. Since
these variations are not correlated with the emission wave-
length, we conclude that electrostatic interactions are the main
contributor to the electron-vibrational coupling in this system.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the Debye−Waller factor (B-factor) for the
Chl a in X-ray structure of dPSIIcc (PDB: 3ARC).59 The averaged B-
factors vary between 20 (colored deep blue) and 50 (deep red). Blue
color indicates a small B-factor, and red indicates a high B-factor. Chl a
molecules at the outer rim of dPSIIcc show an increased B-factor; one
is Chl29 of CP47.
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